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Introducing MDriven Turnkey
With MDriven Turnkey we have separated the three different areas of concern.
1. System Gist: designed with MDriven Designer
2. Modernity: implemented by the MDriven Turnkey motor and the MDriven Server
3. Fashion: done with CSS and Html5 and AngularJS – or WPF (Windows Presentation
Foundation)
The system gist is explained earlier in this book and this chapter is dedicated to how you create your
MDriven Turnkey site’s so that you have somewhere to execute the system gist.
There are three ways to get a brand new MDriven Turnkey site:
1. Buy a slot from CapableObjects
2. Set up one in your own Azure account.
3. Set up on one on premise
Buying a Turnkey slot from CapableObjects can be a great way to get started – but CapableObjects
will do the same thing as described below for Azure below – the only difference is that the
CapableObjects Azure account will be used and as such CapableObjects will pay Microsoft for
computing power. To buy your slot follow the instructions on the CapableObjects site.

Creating your own MDriven Turnkey instance in your Azure account
Log into the Azure portal with your credentials – if you do not have an Azure account it is easy to get
one and there is often a free trial offer. Azure is a cloud computing hosting environment that is
operated by Microsoft.
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Select “App services” and find the “+ Add” button at the top:

You give your app a name and some further details where it should execute (choose a location close
to your main user base to minimize network latency). Then Create. You need to wait a few seconds
for Azure to create you app. Then you will find it amongst your app services:
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A Turnkey app is actually two IIS-applications and we need to set up the second one inside the newly
created MDrivenTurnkeyApp1. Select your app – Settings – Application Settings:
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Scroll down to the bottom of the Application settings pane – and find the “Virtual applications and
directories” section:
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We can see that the root folder holds an application already – this is the one we have created. Now
we need to add a new one in a sub folder. We need to call it “__MDrivenServer” – the name is
important – it is underscore+underscore+MDrivenServer. Double underscores. We must also state
the full path to its directory: “site\wwwroot\__MDrivenServer” (remember that is a double
underscore). Finally we state that it is an Application by checking the Application box – then save.
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Did you save? Save button near the top – marked in red box.
We have now an empty shell where we can install the MDriven Turnkey Software.
In order to access the application shell to add a program we will need to use this applications
publishing profile. Go back to the settings pane and you will find the publish profile to download:
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Go ahead and download it – save it where you can find it - we will need it soon:

Now we need to pour in the MDriven Turnkey software into our Azure application shell. Go to the
capableObjects maintained site https://licenseandticket.azurewebsites.net/
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If you do not have an account you can Register - or login in with a social account (recommended).
The social account login is a way to avoid keeping an extra password for this site.
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I choose facebook:

Once logged into LicenseAndTicket I Register my new site as being an MDriven Turnkey site:
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In the Choose File – I find my publishing profile that I save from the Azure download a few steps
back. I give my application name – same as in Azure – and click “Create Turnkey Site”.

I save these updates. And look at Owned Sites:
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I can see that my new site is listed with state “Registered”. I now select it and choose “Request
Deploy”.

The site is now in the Request Deploy state – I must save this change so that the License and Ticket
server may act on it:
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After a moment you will see the state changing to Deploying, and then it becomes Deployed.
You may later want to come back to this site and request a new deploy of the MDriven Turnkey
software. This will not change anything regarding your model – but if you have reason to believe that
the MDriven Turnkey software is updated you may want to have the latest available used in your
application.

If you click on your site and choose “Manage one Turnkey site “ you get this view:
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In this page you can also set up social login for your application. This is optional and described
elsewhere in this book.
You can now start the MDriven Designer by following the link in the admin page above – note that
you need to have a click-once-plugin in your browser if it does not support click-once-applications
natively.
The MDriven Designer starts with a prompt to login – you should login with the same credentials as
you did in LicenseAndTicket to create the site:
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I used facebook – and once logged in I hit Refresh and select my site in the combo-box:

I then press “Download model” to download the model from the site into MDriven Designer – I then
close the CloudForm to get into the main view of MDriven Designer:
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Now you may design your model – upload it to check results – and return to modelling – this will be
the main loop as you evolve your application.
Try somethings like this:
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And a view:

And some actions to show the view and to create a new FirstTryClass object:

And
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Now I upload the model – cloud dialog
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By clicking Check Status I can follow the progress on the server – it will say something like this when
done:

I can now visit the site on https://<the name I gave it>.azurewebsites.net (read more on Azure how
to use your own domain). I will also find the link in the admin page for license and ticket:

Here it is:

Notice the Views menu – fold it down and click “Bring up my view”
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Click the “Create new First Try Class” action in the view:

And you have your very own MDriven Turnkey app that will execute any model you upload to it.
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Set up MDriven Turnkey on premise
There can be several reasons for running the MDriven Turnkey software on premise rather in the
cloud. And it is easy to achieve.
To run MDriven Turnkey on your own IIS you need to do the following:
Create a new IIS application:

Download these application packages, MDriven Server and MDriven Turnkey:
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1. Make sure you understand how to make the IIS server use https and how you can either selfsign of acquire your own certificate. This is key for making the internal WCF communication
in MDriven Turnkey to work.
2. Import the Application Package for MDriven turnkey into your IIS app
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Now import the package for MDriven Server into your first application:
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Name the application __MDrivenServer – with two underscores :

You will in the end have this:

Configure for https (not described in this book – IIS specific knowledge)
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Notice the __MDrivenServer/logs catalog; things will work better if you application can
access this – so find it in File Explorer and give read/write access to “IIS
AppPool\NameOfTheAppPool”.
To configure your system navigate to the __MDrivenServer application:
https://localhost/MyMDrivenTurnkeyApp1/__MDrivenServer/
You should see this:

This is the server’s response to not finding the expected database – it creates it and sets
things up to the best of its ability. Click Index to go back to default page:
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We are prompted with a login – but we need to register a user that the MDriven Turnkey app will use
to access the MDriven Server. You will also want to access the MDriven Server in order to upload and
evolve models – so create a user “b” and remember the password:

Now log into MDriven Server with this user:
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In the admin area choose user admin:
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In UserAdmin you can control the existing users on your MDrivenServer – we need an account to be
used by your turnkey site.
To tighten security for our MDrivenServer we are going to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Assign the users we want to have access the role SuperAdmin
Check the box for Admin require Identification
Check the box for Services require identification
Check the box for Turn off registration
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This way we will enforce user identification and we have turned off the ability to register as a new
user. It is important that you remember the password for the users you have – otherwise you will be
locked out.
When you have accidently locked yourself out you can find the admin database, open it with
SqlServerCompact tools. Find table admin_GlobalSettings and set column TurnOffRegistration to 0
(false) – now you may register a new user and regain control.
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The database is located in __MDrivenServer\App_Data\DatabaseCompact.sdf
Now the MDrivenServer is fully configured and we will look at the MDriven Turnkey application that
will use it.
Pointing our browser at the Turnkey application will give us this:
https://localhost/MyMDrivenTurnkeyApp1
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The reason is that the turnkey application expects to find a file with information about what user and
password to use to access __MDrivenServer. The file should be in the App_Data folder and its name
must be TurnkeySettings.xml.

As we see there is a template file “TurnkeySettings – NotInEffect.xml” – copy this and name it
“TurnkeySettings.xml”
This file is normally managed from the LicenseAndTicket web site – but since we are now installing
Turnkey locally the LicenseAndTicket has no access to help us with this. We need to edit it manually.
Open the file and fill in the user name and password you picked for MDriven:

Once this is done we try our app again (you must restart your app-pool so that the file is re-read):
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When we use MDriven Designer we will also need to enter the address to our MDriven Server
manually – so skip the first login page and go for the second page:
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We must fill in the user and password that has access to MDriven Server, we need to say it is slot A0
and we need to check “Automated Deploy” – that means an upload of model is automatically
deployed. The server address is the same we use to access MDriven Server:
https://localhost/MyMDrivenTurnkeyApp1/__MDrivenServer
And now we have everything set up to run the development loop or production in house – nothing
on in the cloud.
To update the site with fresh binaries for MDriven Turnkey or MDriven server we can simply reapply
fresh packages from the build server.
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Just make sure to choose “Append files” – because if you “delete” you will lose the settings we just
did and the database with any models and
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Turnkey architecture
The MDriven Turnkey motor handles the Modernity for us. It is implemented like this:
The Turnkey AngularJS architecture has 4 physical tiers:
1. The turnkey JavaScript-application that the user interacts with – this resides on the client – in a
browser – or in an app
2. The turnkey web-application – built with ASP.NET MVC – able to stream viewmodel transformed
changes to and from the javascript application
3. The MDriven Server that the turnkey web-application communicates with
4. The database that stores your data
Responsibilities

Layer 1 has only access to information according to your designed ViewModels – any actual action
is sent to layer 2 for processing. Layer1 allows for displaying and updating of viewmodel properties.
Updates will be packaged and sent to Layer 2. Layer1 periodically asks Layer2 for updates since last
time – Layer1 merges the diff-gram response with the local viewmodel representation. Changes from
such merge will trigger subscriptions in AngualarJS display framework and UI will be refreshed
according to AngularJS rules.

Layer 2 is responsible for transforming business objects to viewmodels, subscribe to changes and
make available the changes as diff-grams. Layer 2 executes any logic on your business objects. Layer
2 upholds information security by controlling a per user access. Layer 2 is the traditional MDriven
application level – it maintains a per user state area with the currently accessed viewmodels and a
list of changes per such viewmodel. It uses lazy loading techniques for pulling data from Layer 3 as
needed – and it also use look ahead data load techniques based on specification of viewmodels to
dramatically improve load efficiency and reduce database round trips. Layer 2 also handle local
changed state and owns the transaction context with commit and rollback of save operations.
Layer 2 upholds an undo and redo queue for all unsaved changes.

Layer 3 is responsible for OR-mapping – retrieving and storing business objects in the database.
Here we can also do Server side jobs like sending emails, produce exports or imports that should
execute periodically in your system. Layer 3 also manages client synchronization so that multiple
clients efficiently see updates done by others without the need for total refresh of business object
cache.

Layer 4 is responsible for persistence services as storage and efficient search with sql.

Data roundtrip
Layer 1 initiate all communication with Layer2. Communication is done over WebApi https rest
interface – using JQuery Ajax calls –upload of datachanges is done by posting json data (https).
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Layer 2 use the MDriven Datablock definition to send and retrieve data from Layer3 with WCF over
Https.
The fashion part of the application will be the make or break of your future users interest and
acceptance. This is where you need to be artistic and creative. No automation in world will help you
with this part. MDriven Turnkey can however make it easier for you to maintain focus on fashion and
serve you with just how your fashionable things connects to your system gist.
Information security
Once you have your system in place and it is protected from all evil – you will want to let users in.
The users are should probably have different access rights and different ability to look at and change
data.
One importing fact to achieve this is to make the current user available to your model. The current
user is however handled differently by different implementation scenarios – like on the web or on
the desktop.
And even for a particular scenario there are several approaches to identify the user – like using
federated authentication, local active directory authentication, Forms authentication etc. Be that as
it may – however the chosen platform identifies the current user you will want to have access to that
user in the model.
In ASP.NET Identity this is the model that covers the user and the users claims:

I also added a Class called SysSingleton. Singleton is really the name of a design pattern that
establishes a Class that will only have one object instance. Thus it is THE singleton. The Singleton
pattern is very handy in situations where you do not have any other context on how to get data. It is
so handy that OCL has its own operator for Singleton. In this case SysSingleton->oclsingleton will give
access to the only instance of SysSingleton. If there is no instance at the time of calling oclSingleton –
one will be created (maybe only done on first system use).
In the model above I added a derived link that says that my SysSingleton points out the CurrentUser.
When I have this I can at any time check if the current user fulfills some requirement like:
SysSingleton.oclSingleton.CurrentUser.IsAdmin=true
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This means that Enable and Visible expressions on ViewModel Columns and Actions and even derived
attributes can use this information to enforce information security.
But since it is likely very common to check if an action should be enabled or not for a certain type of
user – or if a ViewModel should be accessible or not for this user another concept is introduced:
AccessGroups.
AccessGroups shows up in their own dialog:
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You can have as many AccessGroups as you see fit. They will show up in the section marked with
green in the dialog above. For each AccessGroup you define expressions in the blue section. The
expressions should evaluate to true or false and state whether Enable, Visible and View should be
true or false for the things in the group. The things in the group are actions and ViewModels –
defined in the purple section.
This way you can define a group like MustBeAdmin and add all appropriate actions to this. You can
also add ViewModels. This is a good way to have all your access rules in one place and reducing the
need to repeat their definition in multiple places.
There is also an AccessExpression on each ViewModel. This allows you to test not only on user
credentials – but also on the root object of the ViewModel. If it returns false the AccessDenied
ViewModel will be shown instead:

